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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Fellowship Awarded to Daniels

Calling
U
Law Student Gets A ward

One o;f the top graduate fellowships in legal studies in the nation was recently awarded to
Charles W. Daniel~, a UNM student.
·

Daniels, a third-year student in
law at UNM, is one of five recipients of the E. Barrett Prettyman
Fellowship in Trial Advocacy at
Georgetown University Law Cen-

Campus
Briefs
Faculty Art
I'

i

The art department faculty exhibition will open March 9 at the
UNM Art Museum.
Among the wor){s by the faculty
members are paintings, drawings,
photographs, ceramics, and jewelry.
The work of Fred Hammersley,
a visiting artist in the department, will be highlighted. It will
be' shown in a disvlay in the west
room of the main gallery.
The department's two emeritus
professors 9f art, Raymond Jonson and Ralph Douglass, will be
represented by one example of
their art. Douglass is one of the
half-dozen outstanding calligraph·
ers in the country. Jonson was
the state's pioneer abstract painter when he moved here in the
1920's.

Lecture Cancelled
'I
'I

I

Arthur Goldberg, who was to
speak at UNM Thursday, has canceiied his lecture,
Ray Showers, chairman of the
Speakers Committee, said Goldberg's place in the lecture series
will be talten by James Farmer,
:former head of the Congress of
Racial Equality.
Farmer, who will speak March
16, js now undersecretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

Spurs Tea

Spurs, the national sophomore
women's honorary, will hold a tea
Sunday, March 9, in the Esther
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RAT;ES: 1c }ler woTd, 2{) word minlmtnn ($1.40} 1>"'" tlme run. H 1«1 Ia to
run live or more eoiiBtcutive da:Yz with
no change& the rate a redu<:e<l to lie
per word ad the Dlin!mmn n~ of
wo:rdll to 10.
TERMS: l'~~YX»ent murt be made in

UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquezqne. N.M. 87106

LOST & FOUND

REWARD OFFERED-YI!8Z' old Colli.,.
Shepet<I "'"""" near UNM. Blaek & gold
male. Call 243-7585 or 877·G68L
WILL PAY $10 or more for return ot dark.
brown J;llttBe, lost Feb. 19. CaJl 344-1.922
a:Iter 5 p.m.

4)
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Bob Hope Show
March 22

I

~
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ON SALE MONDAY

student activity ticket office
in popejoy hall

1958 VOLKSWAGON-Ncwtires, <!XIlellent
engine, radi<>, evcr:l'llling works-$450.
247·2321 or 898-037&.

196(1 M.G. 4 BPeed. blue convertible, :Excellent. 1!77·3152.
SPEED GRAPiOC 4x5 Paoctnakl!l", JC.

. Syncb FJilli.Jwlders, Tank, $80. 2~G·M9't,
1964 CORVETTE, 827•300 HP. 4 8Pd,
Convertible plus ltardtop, AM·FM Mic&;.
elin Radials. Esttemcl)t good eonditlon.
299..0022.
'lOOO BOOKS, $.25 up, llfaJ;)s, Tn.. w.Snll. 10-4. 3110 Edith 'NE. .
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Two Different
Faces of Iron
Curtain Cinema
PROGRAM ONE

From Russia
Sergei Paradjhanov's
WILD HORSES
OF FIRE

Charles Daniels

wmw

PROGRAM lWO

From Poland

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Jerzy Skolimowski's

BARR1ER
Both with unusual short films

FOR DER RED ROOF

Shahes

Fries

from the
janus New Cinema Collection

251

l<l.

18J.y

1>1
l;l

Program one-Friday, March 7-7:30 P.M.
Adults 1.50-Facjstaff 1.25-Students 1.00

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410 :.s
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848 g

&810 Menaul N.E. 2684147

Tel. 277-3121
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6. Employment
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7. Miscellaneous
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Schowers Reveals
Speaker Committee
Fund Embezzlement

I

The

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -~TIMES STARTING~-~

UMAS Meefing

I

United Mexitan American Students (UMAS) met
last night at the Newman Center. They discussed soei·
ology and Spanish department invitations to sit on. com·
mittees.

Commission To Study
Two Marijuana Bills
ByWAYNECIDDIO
Two Senate bills ca1ling for the liberalization of current state marijuana statutes will be the first items on the agenda of Tuesday's Senate Corporations
Commission hearings.
Discussion o:f the bills, Nos. 202 and
215, began yesterday but were held over
until next week because of a busy com~
mission schedule.
Senate Bill No. 202, sponsored by
Senate Majority Whip 1\lack Easley,
(D-Lea), says in part, "Any person who
is found guilty of possession of canna.bis
indica (marijuana) under Section 547-13 N:MSA 1953 is guilty of a misdemeanor."
Current Laws
Under the current law, any person who
is found guilty of possession of cannabis
indica is convicted of a felony, and upon
ftrst offense, is subject to a fine of not
:more than $2000, and imprisonment of
not less than two yearS nor more then
ten years.
Bill No. 202, in making possession of
marijuana a misdemeanor, would reduce
the penalty to not more than a $5000
fine, and 1-5 years imprisonment.
Senate Bill No. 215, sponsored by
Senate Minority Whip John Eastham,
( R-Bernalillo), contains a "liberal possession clause" and asks for the elimination of the crime of simple possession of
marijuana.
If the bill passes the legislature, any
person in possession of less than one
pound of marijuana would not be subject
to legal action. The same bill provides a
standard basis for dealing with J.ICrsons
found guilty o£ possession of marijuana
for purposes of unlawful sale.
Before adjourning, the Corporations
Commission, chaired by Sen. Edmundo
Delgado (R-Bernalillo), heard comments
on Bill No. 202 from Easley, Dr. Sterl~
ing Colgate, president of New :Mexico

Tech in Socorro, Dr. Stuart Boyd, chairman of the Citizens Committee for Rational Drug Laws, Dr. Julius Wilson, a
Santa Fe physician, and Dr. Allen Frank
from UNM's Department o:f Psychiatry.
Mandatory Sentence
Easley sll.id that under current statutes, "a person 21 years of age or over,
receives a mandatory 2-10 years in tn<>
state penitentiarY if even a seed of marijuana is fot1Dd m his possession.
"My bill No. 202 would enable the
judge in a marijuana case to use his
own discretion in sentencing. InsteAd of
being bound under statute, the judge
could decide on sentence deferment or
probation," Easley said.
Easley said that the existing penalty
for possession of marijuana under the
state statute is in some cases more severe
than the penalty :for second degree murder or assault with intent to kill.
Colgate said the present penalties for
marijuana violations are "a sure way to
alienate a generation." He said that there
was so much doubt about existing laws
that it was unreasonable to assume that
young people were going to accept them
simply because they were designated as
law.
To Fit the Crime
"Our youth has good reason to doubt
the veracity of a law that sends them to
prison for two years on a :first offense for
possession of marijuana," Colgate said.
Colgate added, ''We must make the
punishment nt the crime.''
Boyd, one of eight doctors present at
the hearing to testify in connection with
Bills 2{)2 and 215, spoke as a representa~
tive of the Citizens Committee on !Uition·
al Drug Laws.
Boyd told the commission that there
was no evidence to prove that marijuana
is (1) addictive, (2) induces anti-sodal
or criminal behavior, (3) is harmful to
the user or, ( 4) leads to heroin addiction.

By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Ray Sehowers, chairman of Speakers
Committee, last night announced that a
total of lji601 has been embezzled :from
Speakers Committee.
The embezzlements, which were accomplished on accounts for publicity printing
cost:;;, were found on four separate items.
Schowers' signature was forged nn the
receipts.
Initial Evidence
Schowers said he :found the initial evidence when he was going over receipts
two weeks ago in order to make recom~
mendations :for next year's Speakers
Committee budget.
Schowers said he had not revealed the
evidence before because he wanted to
squelch "any rumors of his mismanagement which might arise.''
The receipts were made out to four
separate printing companies, and the
largest amount was for ~244. Schowers
said that printing costs for publicity "usually amount to about $30.''
Dines Comments
When contacted by The Lobo, ASUNM
President Jim Dines said "This is a very
serious offense, but we are not trying to
hush up the incident. This was down and
out forgery."
Dines, in connection with Leonard DeLayo, chairman of Finance Committee,
has been conducting a review of all
ASUNM budgets. "DeLayo bas been doing his job well, and conducting unbiased
investigations," said Dines.
He said the embezzlements :from
Speakers Committee and recent :investigations into Fiesta Committee will
"make us look closer at allocations. We
have learped a great deal, and we may
have to tighten up allocations for next

yesu:."

Handwriting Sampled
Schowers said that since the time' ~f
the discovery, handwriting samples of
Speakers Committee members have been
examined in order to determine who was
responsible for the forgeries. "It wa:;; un·
professionally done," said Schowers.
"Two of the receipts were immediately
recognized as forgeries by the Business
Office and returned to my mailbox," said
Schowers. But before he could act on the
forgeries, the receipts ''somehow returned to the :Business Office and were accepted," he said, "All of the missing
funds are being replaced by the Business
Office," said Schowers.
Complete Soon
""
He said that the investigation will be
complete "in the next :few weeks," and
either the University or the Business Office will bring charges, He added that he
did not know whether the case will be
handled in civil courts or within the
court structure of the University.
Schowers stated that initial investigations started in the Speakers Committee,
which consists of eight students and five
faculty members. "The :faculty has no access to the money," said Schowers.
Notified Krbec
"As soon as 1 was aware of the forgeries, 1 notified (Kirby) Krbec (director
o£ the Union), and (Jer:ry) Erickson
(Business Office account;:mt)," sa'i.d
Schowers.
Schowexs sai,d that although no accusations have been made, conclusive evidence
will be released soon.
Dines emphasized that the AStTNfl:!
budget will be balanced at the end of the
year. "Last year Student Government
had a deficit o:f several thousand dollars,
which has since been taken care of," he
said.

'Of Minorify Talc.eovet'

'Delayo Warns RHC'
By BILL SCHNEIDER
Student Senator Leonard DeLayo said
last night that unless dorm residents become more involved in campus political
life, minority groups at UNM. could
take over the campus in the future. The
remarks were made at a meeting of the
Residence Halls Council (RHC) in the
Union.
"People who get interested in student
government can easily get control," DeLayo said, "and the minority and radical
groups are definitely interested in student government at this University."
DeLayo said that the April 18, 1969,
student government election would be
critical. "It's time for RHC to get dorm
students motivated and involved in the
campus," he said.
''These minority and radical groups
have some good ideas and get some things

done. Unless dorm residents get interested in the campus these groups can take
over and then there will be no more
Mirage, intercollegiate athletics, Fiesta,
or Homecoming/' DeLayo said.
DeLayo said that the minority and radical groups have two philosophies. "Q~~Je
is change :for the sake of change and the
other is that if something can't be
changed, destroy it and rebuild," DeLayo
said.
'Regarding the confrontation at Student Senate Wednesday night, DeLayo
said: "As it was, Senate had three
groups each voicing opinions and because
of this Senate was able to make a reasonable proposal about Fiesta.''
In other business, the council sent to
its steering committee a proposal that
reads, "all concerns and responsibilities
approved by RHC will be incorporated in
the by-laws of the RliC constitution.''

For Campus Violations

'
•

leads-AssiUance
Reference Collection•
lnt<!rvieWJ-Free

ENCLOSED$----

PlACED BY'---~-----•

Under a statute passed last spring by
the New Mexico Legislature, students
can be charged no more than $1 for cam·
pus parking violations.
Charles Daniels, UNM. draft counselor,
said yesterday that he has challenged a
$5 parking fine issued to him by campus
police. Ite received the citation for parking in a yellow zone on the west side of
· Johnson Gym. Dnniels said he came
aeross the statute while he worked in a
law office this summer.
Telllt to the :fudge
"The campus police didn't think it was
very furtny when I went in to their office
and offered to pay them $1 for a parking
violation,". suid Da!Jiels. "The officer told
me to tell it to the JUdge.''
1"he judge hearing Daniels's case re-

~
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Law Limits Parking Fine

NOW with the
PI.AcEMEN'I' CENTER

register
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FOR RMT

FOR SALE

Vol. 72

I

TICKETS FOR

JANUS FILMS PRESENTS

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Perspnals
5. ForSale

-

IVIEXICO

t:!~nts..

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

Ann

RAltE VACANCY-Varsity HotlSe, 141
Columbia SE, 1 B<tnn. Apt., twin or
double bed-24?.-8080.

5)

tiona) Graph Theory; :Mitchell Hall 211,

FridaY, March 7
--King Hearts and Coronets:'' Union •
Theater: 7 and l1l p.m.; ndmlssion 50

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 mirtimum {that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

SERVICES

JIU-·8761.

is in O'll'e<lt.

First Run Films on Campus

The UNM graduate .school will
hold a. student colloquium on
"Combinational Graph Theory,"
today at 3:30p.m. in Mitchell Hall
211. Coffee and doughnuts will be
served prior to the colloquium in
Marron Hall 225. All interested
students are invited.

WE BEAT DEAD LIONS I We B!!<) beat
dead lin""" 'l'l>Ping in 5 colors and 5 tn>e
styles: })Ina technical, Fr<mch, and math·
ematieal sYmbols; plna CDC and lBM
optfual scanning type roles. Call 'l'alett·
Type: 842-8014, <!VcnitlgB.
TYPING: Need help with your spelling and
Pll'netuation 1 Call 242-llG49.
THE CODLEGE INN :BARBER SHOP at
the College lnn .bas personalized Bel'V!ee
at :MINIMUM rates.
'tYl'ING-Rellaona~Jle-<;""

at The Lobo otllce.

A 24-bour deadline

3:30p.m.

Thursday, Mar~ 6

La S~iet;e du. Cinema; uGate. of Hell;..
Union theater: 7 p.tn. Admission by sub...
scription Dl;" 76 ~nts.
Graduate student colloquium; Combina..

New Exhibit

Student Colloquium

Clual!led. Advet'tiaing'

3)

Comedian Bob Hope, one of the
most popular funny men in the
world, will perfol"lll at the University Arena Saturday, March 22 at
Sp.m.
Tickets for the performance go
on sale Monday, March 10, Prices
range from $3.50 to $6.00, with a
$2.00 discount available to students
with activity cards.
Hope's appearance is sponsored
by the Associated Students' Popular Entertainment Committee.
An exhibition of selections from
the UNM Art Museum's perman·
ent collection and extended loans
·is now open in the lower gallery
of the museum,
The exhibition features 17 dry
points and aquatints by Mexico's
painter and muralist Jose Clem•
ente Orozco,
Also included is Oscar Bern·
inghaus' "Cottonwood River
Ranch," a recent gi;ft to the museum. BerninghaUs, ane of the
earlier Taos painters and a member of the Taos Society of .Artists,
painted the work in the postWorld War II period.
In addition, another exhibition,
"Photographic Processes: A Historical Survey," is being shown in
· the print room. The exhibit shows
the development of photographic
~chniques and types of photographs beginning with daguerreotypes.
The museum is open from 2 to
5 p.m. on Sundays and from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through

ity will be :t\eoepted

@) P OJillejoy HaU

Bob Hope

li'~iday.

fall prior to Insertion of ad~ent.
WliEI!.l;l: Jottrtlalism Building. llcom
1&9, a:Iternoona preferably ur 1Da•l.

2)

Thompson lounge in the Union.
Freshmen women having a 2.6
grade point average or above are
invited.

ter, Washington, D.C.
The fellowships, which combine
instruction in the Georgetown
Graduate School of Law with actual representation of indigent
clients in the courts of the District of Columbia, are for a twoyear period. The fellowships carry
stipends averaging $7000 a year
in addition to :full tuition and all
fees.
Daniels, who is scheduled to receive his J.D. degree in June, is
first in his class of 50 students
1\nd was recently apointed draft
counselor by the Associated Students of UN:M.

N'E'\N

Anno1meements by
the U;!olM COliii!lUn•

I

I
I

duced the fine :from $5 to $1, and suspended the fine.
The statute says there is a penalty as. sessment of $1 :for "any parking offense
in violation of a campus traffic violation

"

Five-Day Limit
Daniels said parking :fines must be paid
within five days or sent within five days
to the Administrative Office of 'the
Courts, Supreme Court Building, Santa
Fe.
Campus Police Chief Abram F. Ryder
said that since citations with new fine
listings have not arrived, students can
still be charged $5 or $6 :for a parking
violation. 1Ic said that when the new
ticl,ets arrive, corrections in parking
fines will be made.

Dance Recital

I

A presentation by the intel'ntediate and advalldd
classes in contemporary dance will be held today and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital HalL

'
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Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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Friday, Marchi 7, 1969 .

NEW MEXICO LOBO
The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular weel< of the Unive•··
sity year by the aoard of Studomt Pub·
lications of the Auociated Students of
!he University of New Mexico, and is not
financially auoeiatad with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at All>uquerque, New
. Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.•
The opinion~ expressed on the aclitorial
page• of The Lobo are those of the
author solely; Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing neces>arily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.

·Friday, M5r.ch 7, 1969

1.

At Sao. Francisco State.

Recent; Events

(UPI)-A student wa'i seriously injured 1as a result ofJ a bombing at San Francisco State Col•
lege and 17 students were arrested during a protest demonstration
Thursday at Oklahoma Christian
College in continuing nationwide
campus turmoil,
Black militants threatened to

Blood Donations

Taking Turns At The Till?
greater degree of student participation in
student government than has been seen in
recent years.
It now is beginning to appear, however,
that Dines's administration has also got
more than its share of graft-rootstpower:maybe $1200 worth.
Dines finds himself in an uncomfortable
position at best. For even though he has
the power of appointment for the executive
committees now demonstrating such fiscal
irresponsibility, · he has not evidentally
been exercising anything like the necessary degree of supervision that hind-sight
now shows is obviously needed.
It is hard to escape the conclusion that
Dines has either been somewhat negligent
in the administration of the executive arm
of student government, or has made some
pretty poor choices of people to work for
him.
Nonetheless, even though it may be
nearly impossible to prevent forgery or
mismanagement of executive committee
funds, it is not to Dines's credit that the
irregularities now being discovered are
being brought to light by Senator DeLayo,
and not Dines himself.
And it couldn't come at a worse time for
Dines. Right now he is engaged in a pet
project of his, that of having the ex€cutive
branch of the ASUNM, through a kind of
bureau of the budget, review the budget
requests of all campus organizations for
next year. The financial ineptness of the
few can only have the unfortunate effect
of casting a poor reflection on the ability
and reliability of the rest of his administration-especially if Dines continues to re~
main silent on the charges against members of his administration.

The War Against the Poor
Michael HarringtQn, Chairman, Socialist PartyllllllJnnmnr.r.nmumJrununumi:JJ11lllrunmniiU.~Inmnm:murnml
Snatching a few moments from
their busy schedule of giving
speeches about the social con~
science of the private- sector, 100
of the most important corporate
chiefs in America proposed short;..
ly before election day, to make
poverty worse.
This war on the poor was de'Scribed at a meeting o:£ the Business Council, the most prestigiuous organization o:f private power in the land. As they surveyed
the economy from a resort at Hot
Springs, Va., the company leaders agree that it is nepessary to
let unemployment soar from it'S
_,present, official rate !)f 3.6 per
<:Z¢ent or even () per cent."
'"' Ralph Lazarus of Federated
Department Stores manfully said
on behalf of the council that if
such an increase in joblessness is
the price o:£ :fighting inflation, "it
must be paid."
.
To understand the calculated
e:ruelty of this proposal, it is
necessary to sketch the :relutionship between work and poverty.
The government's unemployment
:rate is 3.6 per cent :for tM entire
nation - but more than double
that for blacks and in the neighborhood of 20-25 per cent for
ghetto youth.
But these statistics understate
the tragedy, as a Labor Department report d~monstrated in

1967. It showed that if one ex~

amines all those suffering from
"subemployment"-those on poverty jobs, the part--time unemployed, people driven out of the
labor market altogether and the
20 per cent of ndult Negro males
not counted by the census takers
- then the index in the slums
goes up to 30 per cent in Harlem
and near 50 per cent in New Orleans.
T h e s e intolerable conditions
were reported when the administration claimed that it had already achieved "full employment.''
But if the offieial unemployment
figure is almost doubled, as the
Business Council wants, that will
mo1•e than double the disaster.
An article by Robert Albrook
in the August Fortune, put the
matter bluntly. When joblessness
is below 4 per cent, he said, it is
<~rational and profitable" :for a
big company to hire in the ghetto.
But as soon as the rate "moved
back up toward 5 per cent," that
would no· longer be true.
· .
In plain, unstatistical English,
all those hard-eore unemployed
whom we saw on TV or read
about in the papers when they got
their first decent job at the £ac•
tories in Detroit would be kicked
out into the street. And in celebration of the fifth annive:raary of
the War on Poverty, the govern-

ment would systematically destroy the aspirations of those
whom it had conned into hope.
It is, of course, true that there
would be social costs not computed into the price which the Business Council is wi11ing to make
the poor pay; :further disruption
of family life, an increase in relief
rolls, riots, and a losa o:f faith in
t h e democratic process. But,
worst of all, this nation will have
behaved abominably toward individual human beings who made'
the mistake of trusting the government.
No one on Nixon's staff would
advocate the 6 per cent :figure
discussed by the council, yet it is
clear he believes that a little more
joblessness for the poor will :protect prosperity for the affluent,
At the same time, the journal
noted, Nixon believes in increasing corporate tax incentives which is to say, the subsidy business gets from goVernment - by
$2 billion to $3 billion.
With Nixon's election, there
will be more o:f that marvelous
approach which the housing expert, Charles Abrams, so brilliantly defined as "socialism for
the rich, free enterprise :for the
poor.'' And the corporate leaders
of the urban coalition might consider changing their slogan from
"Give a Damn'' to 11 Go to Bell."
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Editor:
SDS Amateurs
To the Editor:
I wish to take issue with the
SDS. I am not a member and do
not always agree with their stated objectives. However, I have always defended their right to be
on campus to express their opinion in one form or another without disrupting the campus.
I agree with the SDS that the
behavior of their opposition was
undesirable at the DOW Chemical
demonstration. But, I must take
issue with the SDS over their
latest pronouncement that they
wish to seek the removal of Dean
Lavender. This seems to me to be
very amateurish at best and most
probably very indicative of their
own incompetance in the field of
political activity.
I would think that the SDS
would :recognize that Dean Lavender is the best friend they have.
Dean Lavender has expressed,
and practiced, a policy of impartiality toward any student group or
student activity. He has worked
continuou'Sly :for the improvement
of student life and freedom.
Were it not for this policy of
impartiality tow a ).' d s student
groups and student control of
student activities, thll SDS might
very well not have been here to
hold any demonstration at all.
I believe that the SDS is unjustified in its charge against .
Dean Lavender and should ex~
press its grievance against the
campus police to the .campus police with the knowledge of Dean
Lavender.
Furthermore, if the SDS is unable to function without resorting
to irresponsible amateurism, then
I would prefer that they cease to
function until such time as they
can, for fear of seeing them do
more harm than good in their
pursuance of solutions to prob·
lems which we all share.
Bnrt Wilburn

Waste of Time
'l'o the Editor:
It is a requirement for music
majors and minors to attend te•
citals given throughout the school
year in order to teach music stu•
dents to listen to performances
politely.
When the subject of the failure
of :many faculty members to appear at these recitals was brought
up during Semester I in a band
rehearsal, the reply from the director made it quite clear that
faculty members already knew
how to listen to a performance in
an adult-like manner.
On Tuesday. March 4., I had

··~

BO.mbirlg Incident Injures College Student

Editot•ial
Over $600 is missing from the Speakers
Committee of the ASUNM, and the chairman of the committee is charging that a
person or persons as yet unidentified has
embezzled the sum through a series of <~un
professional forgeries." The Union Business Office, which is responsible for the disbursement of student funds, evidently
is going to make up at least part of the
loss, perhaps out of chagrin for having
been fooled.
Some $300 or $400 of Fiesta Committee
funds have been the subject of a continuing investigation by Senate Finance Committee chairman, Leonard DeLayo. His
·~ charges of mismanagement and questionable withdrawals led Wednesday night to
the Fiesta chairman's (Jack Pickel) resignation.
Wednesday night's Senate meeting also
revealed that many other Associated Students committees and groups had overdrawn their accounts. These included the
UNM Cheerleaders,. who count as one of
their expenses a $280 trip for seven to
Tempe, Arizona, for the ASU-UNM basketball game.
What all this means, of course, is that a
lot of student activities have been subject
to s0me pretty irresponsible financial activities.
'"~" ·Last year, when Jim Dines gained his
· election to the presidency of the ASUNM,
it was billed as a grass roots victory. The
insiders and the small power cliques, it was
thought, had been swept out of office.
Dines brought many new things to UNM:
a student government provided draft counselor, a nation-wide fame for his endorsement of legalization of marijuana, and a
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Letters are welcome, nnd should
be no longer than 250 words type"'l'ltten, double spru:ed. No.mc, telel!hone number nnd address mu•t be
Included, nltho11gh name will be
withheld upon request.

the occasion to accompany my
brother, a graduate student in
music at UNM, dur~g an audition which was being played for
tl1ree of the department of music
faculty members.
During this audition, the jury,
which consisted of the director of
bands and the two teachers of
brass, made the performers quite
ill at ease, one by looking at a
list of junior high bands and the
other two by reading newspapers.
The first piece (nnd the more
difficult) was a nearly flawless
performance, but the second was
poorly played by both performers
in return for the poor manners of
this faculty' audience.
I deeply appreciate the room
given to me in The Lobo for
helping me to get this unfortunate waste of time and talent off
roy chest.
DavidS. Wolfe

Tells of Charges
To the Editor:
I 'would like to clarify a Lobo
article concerning charges of nonfeasance against Harold Laven·
der.
On Thursday, Feb. 27 SDS
sponsored a pe;uceful demonstration against DOW recruiting on
campus. Several acts of violence
and destruction of property took
place against the demonstrator'S.
These events took place in full
view of the campus police but at
no time did the police attempt to
stop the harassment.
Previous to the Lobo article I
understood the campus police to
be under the direct control of the
Vice President for Student M. fairs. That is why Harold Lavender was suspected of being responsible for the failure to protect peaceful demonstrators. Apparently, according to Lavender,
no specific orders were issued can·
cerning proteetion for the demonstrators. That being the case, the
responsibility for the protection
of the right to peaceful assembly
falls upon the head of the campus
police.
As far as I know, in the past
UN:M: has always protected the
right of peaceful assembly. Cam•
pus police, prior to the last DOW
demonstration at least, have al·
w a y s protected demonstrators
from violent attacks. The main
concern here is this, does the re•
cent nction (or lack of it) by the
campus police represent a change
in policy toward peaceful assem•
bly?
Larry Russell
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To Help Needy
Five students yesterday volunteered to give blood when John
Knight and Rusty Trent 'Spol~:e on
the Mall on behalf of the newlychartered organization, Independent Students (IS).
Through IS, Knight and Trent
hope to convince fellow students
to sell their blood to a local blood
bank. Students will then contribute the money earned to a bank
account established for IS.
The money will go to such
ca'Uses as the Bia:fran relief, the
Denver Clinic :for Vietnamese
children, the Heart Fund, and a
scholarship fund for students
from minority groups, said Trent.
In yesterday's speeches on the
Mall, Trent said, "We h o p e,
thro'Ugh this project, to bring all
students together, no matter what
color, creed, or nationality.
"Our sincere wish is to bring
back humanity and 'Show that students want to help others through
themselves," said Trent.
Knight said the project has the
backing of UNM President Ferrel
Heady, and Vice President :for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender.
They have both promised a pint
o:f blood, said Knight,
"We hope that you will come to
us to give your blood because we
are not going to go to you to ask
for it," 'Said Trent, while speaking
to about 50 students.
IS will man a table downstairs
in the Union Tuesday, March 11,
for any students who are interested in giving blood.

''close down'' New Jersey's Rutgers University unless their demands were met, .
·
Sit-ins ended at Mass~:~chuJ;Jetts'
Brandeis University an:O Holyoke
Community College, but 74 Brandeis ::;tudents faced diseiplinaJ;y
action. An overnight sit-in at the
state university of New York's
Geneseo campus ended when officials agreed to a discussion.
Warrants Issued
Warrants charging burglary
and criminal damage to property
were issued for two per:"Sons allegedly involved in the invasion
by black students of Northwestern University's Triangle fraternity house.
Three students were suspended
at the University of Wiscon'Sin as
a result of last month's violent
demonstrations, ·which brought
the National Guard to the Madison campus. The university's
Board of Regents also passed a
resolution to ban students expelled or suspended from entering
the campus.

Sixteen students at Pennsylvania's Cheyney State College
were under indictment on charges
ranging from xiot, burglary, and
forcible detainer to malicious mischief as a result. of. Decen1ber
campus disturbance'S.
Twenty-nine Stanford University students said they would refuse to pay $1900 in university
imposed fines for disrupting a
Jan. 14 trustee :meeting. The university said the fines mu'St be paid
before the 29 are allowed to register for the next term.
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) announced it had organized the disorder which drove
Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, President of
San Francisco State College, from
a University of Colorado speaker's platform early this week.
Student leaders at nearby Denver
University is'Sued a statement
condemning the Boulder, Colo.,
disruption, saying, "unreasoned
violence and obscene action does
not constitute rational disagreement.''

SATURDAY

THUNDERBIRD

Alto, Calif., who wa'S blinded and
had both hands shattered.
Peebles was found on the floor
of a loc]{er room in the Creative
Arts Building Wednesday night
after the bomb exploded while
classes were being held in the
building. Peebles was charged
with arson and carrying explosives. Another Negro youth was
sought. It was the third bombing
since the start of a student strike
Nov. 6.

A HAPPENING
Now you can buy the latest modern fashions in
slacks, dresses and coulottes. Jr. Petite si:zes only
Hours 9-4:30 including Sunday.
Buy direct from our factory and $ave.
3·13. Save 50% to 100% off retail price.

Sandia Sportswear Mfg. Co.
1220 3rd S.W.

Placitas

PRESENTS:

JOHN WILSON
BLUEGRASS GROUP
SOc Poor Charge

The
Bob Hope
Show

Mute Children
learn To Speak
A group of five and six-year
old children, virtually speechless
from infancy, is being taught to
speak in a new research class in
UNM's department o:f speech.
"These are children who should
be starting in the first grade," Dt·.
Dolores Butt, director of the program said. "They are not mentally retarded children, they just
have no speech." The causes of
the disabilities are probably different in each case, the UNM
speech professor said.
The class of eight children is
also being used for research in
special problems in language development.
Stress is put on teaching speech
and language development, including play situations, phonetic
drills, repetitive sounds study,
and the building of a vocabulary
for n child and his needs.
' 1These children will not have
just a classroom environment in
which to learn to speak," Dr.
Butt explained. "The process will
be continued in the home and we
will take them to different places
such as grocery stores, and get
them into other situations of
everyday living which will assist
us in language development."
The language disability class
for pre-academic children is being supported in part by a grant
from the state, said Dr. Butt,

About 50 black students announced they were· leaving the
13,000-student Oregon State University, saying· they couldn't remain in 'School under present conditions. The Black Student AJ>sociation began a class ·boycott last
week when the football coach ordered a Negro player to :>have off
his beard and mustache.
The bomb-injured San Francil:lco State student was identified as
'l'imothy Peebles, 19, of East Palo

Featuring
The Pozo Seco Singers
Suzanne's Concert Dancers
and
Starring Bob Hope

The Statewide Talent Finalist

Saturday, March 22

The UNM Arena
Tickets $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 $5.00, $5.50 & $6.00
Student Discount $2.00 per ticket
1

MIX II. MATCH SAl'E
Six for Onl! OollCir
AU ll•nu except Polish & OW Dogs
Sun., Mdr. 8 thru Mor. 13

4201 Central N.E. 265-7,110
6901 Lomas N.:E. 268·6818
5810 MPna.ul N.E. 268-4147

One ticket per ID

Four 1D's maximum per purchaser

Available at Student Activity Ticket Offlc:e at Popeioy Hall

Record Rendezvous and Riedling Downtown
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{!) Popejoy HaU
First Run Films on Campus
JANUS FILMS PRESENTs

Two· Different.
Faces of Iron

Curtain Cinema
PROGRAM ONE

From Russia
Sergei Paradjhanov's

WILD HORSES
OF FIRE
PROGRAMnYO

From Poland

Jerzy Skolimowski's
BARRIER

Both with UnlJSUa! short films
from the
janus New Cinema Collection

I

II

"Rache·l" Draws PfaiS;e

family home, and her drab existBy MARY ALLISON FARLEY
and ROB BURTON
ence. Rac~el is 'uf\~lling t;q as~
"Rachel, Rachel," the first film· se1·t herself in any area of her
Paul Newman has directed ·and· li:fe, for !ear of appearing the
produced, stars Joanne Woodward and Estelle Parsons in · · :fool.
·
what could be one of the better
The period over which the acfilms of the yea1·. It's for the seri- tion takes place is her "last asous minded.
cending .summer" during which
Rachel Cameron (Joanne Woad- she finally confronts the frustraward) is a spinster schoolteacher tions and the fears that have
in a small midwestern town near stood between her life and others.
Chicago who hasn't fully lived a
The filming of Gaye Reacher
single one of her 35 years. She is brings home powerfully to the
trapped in Manawaka by a sick- viewer Rachel's feeling of inly mother fm· whom she has been adequacy and helplessness, as well
ca1·ing for 14 years since her as her fixation on death and the
father, the town undertaker, died. past. The technique of flashbacks
The two live above the funeral and fantasy sequences to reinparlor, and at times it seems as :fo1·ce this feeling is the more
though mother may be trying to imp1·essive because such a potenembalm herself in advance of her tially bewildering thing has been
own burying-mother is a pretty done without sacrificing continucold fish.
ity or a sense of relativity.
Rachel has her own bang up.
Calla, Rachel's friend and felShe's not sure she's alive, and in low school teacher, takes her to
the opening of the film she wakes '· a revival religious meeting, desighing to herself, "I must be · spite Rachel's fears of making a
dead. I'm not really alive." And fool of herself. The exprience
:if "there is no e:rlstence except at the Tabernacle of the Risen
in action" as Sartre says, then and Reborn is an allegorical exRachel has yet to live. "I want perience that seems to equate the
to leave this place,'' she tells her- "turning on'' ("something's hapsel:f after a bad day at school. peliing, all over the country''} of
"You'Il never leave anything
all kinds of people all over the
'
country with mystic experience.
Rachel," she answers herself, Rachel's reserve breaks down, and
quelling any such rebellious she :falls to the floor crying "Love
thought.
me, love me."
A paralytic inability to act
Whether or not it is her salvaties Rachel to Manawaka, the tion, the event is the beginning of

her conversion, a process that includes ap 1abortive love affair and
a false pregnancy before she completely overcomes her death fumtion and her submission to her
mother.
As she wakes from an operation to remove the cyst that had
caused her signs of pregnancy, a
nurse is telling her she is out of
danger. As if to announce or reaffirm her mastery (lf her fears,
she asks, "Row can I be out of
danger if I'm not dcad1"
Newman's directing and his
wife's acting elevate the film far
beyond the danger of cliched trite.
ness. Her characterization is poignant and compelling, and New.
m:).n brings to his direction a
nne ability to evoke the feel of
reality and of relevance. As
Rachel contemplates abortion,
suicide, and the :future, we are
lriven a completely convincing
portrayal.
Rachel finally determines that
late a::; it is in her life, and however much of it has been wasted,
she is going to be firmly in control of the rest of it. With that
in mind ::;be takes a teaching job
in another tpwn and sets out with
Mother in tow for Oregon.
The loneliness and despair of
not just smaU town school teachrs but of all those separated by
their hangups :from other people are so perfectly c<>mmunicated
that the film must stand as a
major accomplishment.

For Veteran's Graduafe Work

Fellowships Open t:o Blacks
Program one-Tonight, March 7-7:30 P.M.
Adults 1.50-Facjstaff 1.25-Students 1.00
Tel. 277-3121

Black military veterans at UNM
who plan careers in service fields
are eligible to compete :for 50 national Marlin Luther King Jr. Fellowships :for continuing graduate
and. professi<mal school study.

®ur Just 3U lnu <truu QTruat

The fellowships, which may be
held for two years, offer a candi~
date $270 a month, in addition to
vetera:ns' educational benefits, to
give the recipient a reasonable
alternative to immediate employment.
Raymond Richardson, director
of the King Fellowships, said, "About 4000 black servicemen who
have completed college arc separated from the military each

year. We're out to build a program
which will encourage the best of
them to train themselves :for positions of leadership in every sector
of society."
Requests :for applications may
be addressed to Raymond Richardson, Director, Martin Luther
King Jr. Fellowships, Woodrow
Wilson National F e II ow s h i p
Foundation, Box 642, Princeton,
N.J.

Hey, the weekend
starts tonight
(and so do low
Long Distance rates)

As cmplo:v1!11! go, we are stillfauly jlonng-34 next Augullt.
Many emp:layccs have been with 'WI since our OC!tinning. Some
o! these employees occupy our mCJSt usporun'ble positiorul and
will be retiring in the next few years.
We llave a. tal<mt •carch l>n fo-r new cmplo:;rc<S ••a can trust:

Trmt with ou-r repnl.ntion for ·eonsidorate,
l"eeJ>Onsivc publie service;

Trmt with deeisions that petsonnll:v aff""t
the lives of 24 million beneficiarieS;

Trmt with the rcsvonsibilil:le< that go with
adlninistning a 24 billion dollar per yell!:' program.

Sign liP in the Placement Office now for interviews on Frida:v,
:Marcli 14. Find out about our tmining pro~ms, td:nrling
· snlaries o1 $6,981 (which go Ul $8,462 in a year),
vromotional opJ!Orlunitlcs, etc.

An m>tioTB Including Liberal ~Is and bjo.Jingual
studctits invited.

From 7 PM Friday night to 7 AM Monday morn~
ing (including all day Saturday and all day Sunday) you can call out of state anywhere in the
continental U.S. (except Alaska), talk for three
minutes, and PAY NO MORE THAN ONE BUCK!

Moun1l!in States Telephone

Social Security Administration,
"

·•'

@
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Demonstrations Found Effective

R·ighlt Wing Students Make Comeback
(CPS)-Using some of the tactics of their arch enemies in the
left, the campus right is tr:<ring a
comeback.
The hope of the campus conservatives, principally the Young
~merica.ns for Freedom (}! AF'),
~ to bulld su~port for then; usuly small gioup~ by .takmJ? a
strong stand agam.st dlllrupbons
led by such left-wmg ~roup~ as
Students for a Democratic Soclety
(SJ?S), and many Black Student
Um?ns (B~U) ·
L1ke the1r opponents on the
left, they have found that den10nstrations are often a more effective way of getting their point
across than just talking. Harvey
Hukari, chairman of YAF at
Stanford University, says when
has chapter tried "rational dial<>gue" they got nowhere but
when they threatened disruptive
activity they were listened to.
Activities Listed
Among the conservatives' most
recent campus activities:
• Conservatives at Queens College in New York City held a sitin to demand a re-examination of
a policy banning military recruiters. Later they wrecked the office
piho:~.campus _.newspaper, The
• Students at Wichita State University in Kansas held a "milk-in"
two weeks after a "beer-in" by
stildenta who wanted beer sold on
campus. The conservatives, members of the Society for Prevention
of Asinine Student Movements
(SPASM), passed out small cartons of milk in what they described as a protest against protests.
• A group of U.S. Marines
studying at Purdue University
have begun a blood drive to send
500 pints of blood to l1ospitals as
an answer to disruptions on other campuses.
• In Washington, D. C. group
which calls itself SQUARE and
advocates Square Power, writes

Ho.oks about squares and publicizes itself with Dixieland· band
concerts in local parks, held a
conference recently at Georgetown University.
Right Demands
The greatest amount of rightwing activity may be on California campuses, where there is also
more left-wing activity than in
most other states. Stanford University conllervatives recently
heckled an SDS demonstration,
yelling "Pigs off campus" at the
leftists. Later they presented

their demands (negotiable) to the
administration, calling for recrpitrnent of more conservative
profes&ors, keeping academic
credit for ROTC, and sullpension
of any students who disrupt campus judicial proceedings.
California YAF recently held a
meeting in Berkeley to launch a
statewide campaign against disruption. After the meeting they
held a march down Telegraph
Avenue, a center of the Berkeley
radical community, where they
were greeted with shocked sur-

prise and some heckling from the
radicals.
Hayakawa Support
They said they would hand out
100,000 plain blue buttons-originally a symblll of support for
San Francisco State College Act-

ing President S. I. Hayakawa-to
persons who oppose violence. Two
early wearers: Gov. Ronald Reagan and a black picket line monitor in the Berkeley student strike,
who deadpanned, "I'm for freedom and against violence, too."

90 Winrock
Phone 298-1831

t==============================..

125cc
MOJAVE
regularly $399

$201
SPECIALIZING IN

• USDA CHOICE STEAKS
• LUNCHEONS • DINNERS
• HEARTY SANDWICHES

1400 SAN PEDRO DRIVE. N.E.

2&8-7895

Built by Benelli in Italy this
quic~, easy to handle bike
gives you the where and
when freedom you want.

HOURS 11 AM TIL 9 PM - 7 DAYS A WEEK

ask about Wards Young Adult credit plan!
Mon., Wed., Fri. nights 'til 9!

Sunday 10 'til 5!

The longest journey begins with but a single step ...

Casa Angelica
•

IS

Union To Honor

the beginning

Tenth Birthday
March 10-14 has been designated Union Week in celebration
of the Union's tenth birthday. The
week will include a balloon hunt,
kite-flying contest, and film festival.
An all-campus treasure hunt
will begin Union Week on Monday, March 10. Coupons for prizes
will be inside balloons hidden
around the campus. Prizes may
be claimed in the activities center.
A kite-flying contest will be
held from 2 to 4 p.m. on Zimmerman field. A six-foot long fiesta
sandwich will be awarded to the
person keeping his kite in the sky
the longest time.
Cake and coffee will be served
in the Esther Thompson loungl!
beginning at 2 p.m. Wednesday.
A cheap dance will be held from
8 to 10 p.m. in the Union ballroom. Admission is 50 cents.
Old movie classics, including
films by W. C. Fields and Laurel
and Hardy, will be shown continuously from 1 to 5 p.m. in the
Union theater. Admission to the
movies is 10 cents.
A "Pops and Popcorn" concert
will be held :£rom 2:30 to 5 p.m.
in the ballroom. Free popcorn will
be served.
Friday night Big Bertha will
play for a dance in the ballroom.
The dance lasts from 7 to 10 p.m.,
and costs 75 cents.
"Mondo Cane" vvill be shown in
the Union theater Friday nigllt at
7 and 10 p.m. Admission is 50
cents.
DISCOUWlS to UNit\
Sl'UDi:NTS & FACUL1Y

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

-

Expert on Swiss Clnd
American Watches

WATCHES- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

- ·'!:'':).'•;:
: . ~·· :: < .

CASA ANGELICA is New Mexico's only non.governmental hospital and nursing home entirely dedicated to providing the
special, 24-hour a day emotional and physical care required
by the severely retarded child. Opened in January, 1967, Casa
Angelica now ministers to the needs of 18 severely retarded
youngsters, maximum for the present facility, and other chil·
dren - equally in need of specialized attention - are on the
waiting list. Please shorten that wait . . . your contribution
will help Casa Angelica build two new wards to provide facilities
to care for 24 more children.

/
•

A labor of love
AND money ...
Give what you can ... give all you can to

CASA ANGELICA
cfo

Postmaster • Albuquerque, N.M.
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Mankato Tonite, CSU Tomorrow
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UNM Gymnasts In Action
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Mike Newlin, Utah

Greg Howard, NM

Harry Hall, Wyo.

Carl Ashley, Wyo.

Seabern Hill, ASU

Sanford, Becker, Petie Honorable Mention

Big Stretch Heads All-WAC

Shop
ANNUAL SPRING SALE

25% OFF
On All Merchandise
March 1-9
Two locations
5318 Menual N.E,

Old Town Plaza
Open Dally 9-9
Sunday 10-5:30

Daily 9-5:30
Friday 'till 9
Sunday I 0-5:30

SUNDAY

Central
Location

Special

O!lly

Big Henry

40c

Just Across Central
From Campus

MARCH 9, 1969

c ..ntral se

1916

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR DRIVE IN MENU
5301

Gibson SE

Cerrillos Rd.
in Santo Fe

1916
Central SE

1716
Eubank NE

Popejoy

HaU

presents

IMOGENE
·~ ~-. KING

Earning honorablfil m e n t i o n
were Ron Sanford, Ron Becker
and Petie Gibson of New Mexico;
Kari Liimo, of BYU; Mickey Foster, Tom Lee and Eddie Myers of
Arizona; and Roger Detter, Tom
Douthit and Gerhard Schreur of
Arizona State.
Newlin Great
Newlin, a 6-2 sophomore, led
conference scoring all season and
finished with the second best average by a soph ever in the history of the conference (24.2 to

rebounding record by tallying 36
points and 21 rebounds against
Arizona on Feb. 8. Stretch ranked
second in rebounding with a 10.9
mean, and averaged 12.9 the last
eight games. He hit 61.5 per cent
of his floor shots the last four
league contests, and ended the
campaign with 31 against Utah.
Ashley, the 6-6 "Thin Man"
with excellent quickness, was Mr.
Inside for the Wyoming co-champions. He broke the 20 point barrier five times in league play and
was always in double figures. His

"l"l
BlSl"
-:Ktdol~ Wodd ]~.lrib.
.....

.

DONOVAN:

The area's most complete stereo music center

WINROCK CENTER

A DIVISION OF AECCO, INC.

IWI

in

dlre.wd~ Al~N SC~NEIDER
WITH

KATI£ S+IERMAN
RAND·
MITC-HELL +fEFLIN LLOVD
Benefit A.A.U.W. Scholarship Fund
Tuesday, March 11-8:15 P.M.
Adm. 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students w1Act Cards-1;2 Price
TeL 277-3121

Finish l-ligh in Prov

Moser

"""'

11/l//lllllll/l
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23 rebounds against Utah last
Thursday was a season high for
the conference and was one short
of the Wyoming school and fieldbouse records. An all-WAC returnee from last season, he had a
rebounding mal'k of 9.3, fifth in
the league.
Hall, also a repeater from last
year, was third in the scoring race
with a 19.7 mark, although he
missed the :first game due to a
death in the family. Harry's average would have been higher, but
he was held to seven points by
UNM's Ron Becker after suffering seven stitches in a lacerated
hand the week before. He had 20
or more in six games, and is
fourth in the all-time WAC scoring chart with 570 points.

Flash Back
In Sports

JYii!J

~II

It was just 10 short weeks ago,
on that cold and snowy Sunday
afternoon of December 1, 1968,
when the Lobo Staff Hamburgers
completely mauled the hapless
street urchins from KUNM on the
football field by a score of 27-0.
The Lobo Guys dominated that
game, as they have dominated every confrontation with the unfortunate disc jocks, and actually
scored 10 touchdowns-six called
back by the kindly and sympathetic referees.
The Hamburgers scored on long
passes, short passes, line smashes,
end-arounds, and fumbled KUNM
snaps in the massacre-the worst
witnessed at Zimmerman field
since the Wyoming-UNM game
of Sept. 301 1948.
At last report the KUNMers
were still lined up at the dentist's
office, so don't be too upset over
slurred words.

&••···············
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Laundry

3404 Constitution N.E.
Near Carlisle

Study & Wash
Change Available

At All Times
17
New Washers

I
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John
Wyoming's Flynn Robinson's 25.0
in 1963). He won the free throw
accuracy crown with 88.2 per
cent, including 32 straight in the
last three games. He ranked
ninth in the loop in rebounding
with 8.9. Mike's biggest nights
were 37 points against Utah
State and 37 against Brigham
Young.
Hill was probably the most consistent scorer in the league, with
20-25 points in nine of the ten
games. He finished with a 21.7 average and now has scored 406
points in two league years. Seabern's 46.8 per cent field goal average was tenth in the WAC.
Stretch Finished Strong
Howard, a second team ~elec
tion in 1968, was the most formidable player in the league the
latter part of the season. After
playing only briefly in early
games after a disciplinary suspension, he set a WAC scoring-

Rich McConnell

UNM's Rich McConnell will be in
action in the Lobos' meet tonight
with Mankato and tomorrow
night with tough CSU.

UNM Girl Swimmers

Editor:

"ENCHANTING"
~lult~U•,II. Y.llews

COCA

-:~···

DENVER - Four underclassmen, who have dominated Western Athletic Conference basketball statistics aU year, grabbed
berths on the officials all-conference team announced by commissioner Wiles Hallock.
Greg "Stretch" Howard, a junior from UNM, Mike Newlin, a
sophomore from Utah, Seabern
Hill, a junior from Arizona State,
and Carl Ashley, a junior from
Wyoming, joined senior Harry
Hall from Wyoming on the select
five.
Newlin, Hill and Ashley all
were unanimous selections. Ashley and Hall are repeaters from
the 1968 squad, while Howard and
Hill moved up from last year's
second team.
Top Scorers, Too
The five also are the top five
scorers in conference play. Newlin took high honors with a 24.7
average, followed by Hill with
21.'1, Howard with 20.2, Hall with
19.'7 and Ashley with 1!U.
Newlin also won the free-shooting championship, with a mark of
88.2 per cent from the charity
stripe.
· · ··
Brigham Young, which won the
co-championship along with Wyoming and beat the 'Pokes Wednesday night, 95-82, to advance to
the NCAA's, didn't place anyone
on the first unit, but had three on
the second.
BYU Dominates 2nd Unit
BYU's Paul Ruffner, Doug
Howard and Marty Lythgoe were
selected to the second team, along
with Wyoming sharp-shooter
Stan Dodds and Utah soph Ken
Gardner.
Dodds, who topped the second
team in votes, led the leagUe in
field goal accuracy with a hot 58.7
per cent.

a
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Open 24 Hours !
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The UNM Women's swimming
team finished second last Saturday
in the Women's Intermountain
Sports Meet held in Provo, Utah.
The Lobo girls ran up 69 points
to finish second behind Colorado
State University's 122.5. Colorado
State college was third with 60.5,
Brigham Young fourth with 37,
Westminster State fifth ·with 31.0,
and Utah sixth with 21.0.
Everyone Placed
"E• very sw1mmer
'
we took placed
in at least one event, and I think
that's phenomenal," said the women's coach, Mrs. Charlotte Piper.
UNM's Dee Gee Snow won the
diving event with a score of 97.25,
to edge Cindy Bronson from Colorado State U., who had 94.25.
The Lobo girls finished second in
the 200 yard freestyle relay, third
in the 100 yard medley relay, and
third in the 100 yard f1·eestyle
relay.
Peggy Shines
Peggy Rivera had a busy afternoon for the Loboettes. Miss Rivera was second in the 50 yard
butterfly, second in the individual
medley, and was a member of
UNM's second-place 100 yard
medley and 200 yard freestyle relay teams.
Jackie Peck was a member of
200 freestyle and 200 medley re-

'

•
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lay teams, in addition to finh;hing
fourth in the 50 yard backstrokl!..
Other members of the travelling squad are Susie Lang, Darbra Morgan, Susan Arnberger,
Shannon Ames, Cindy Peterson,
Mary Deal, Mary Bolton, Linda
Bohne, Pam Vath, and Gina Massey.
The swimmers have one more
trip planned this season, on March
28 and 29 in Arizona, The Loboettes will take on Arizona in
Tucson on Friday, then travel to
Tempe on Saturday for Arizona
State.

By JOHN MOSER
Would you believe 11-0 ?
That's what UNM's Rusty Mitchell wo'uld like to believe as his
dual meet record after two weekend home 'gymnastics meets, tonight aga,~st little-known Mankato State Qollege, &nd tomorrow
against t~lllgh 'WAC' rival Colorado State University.
Both meets will get underway
at 7:30p.m. in Johnson Gym. Admission is $1 for adults and 50
cents for high school students.
UNM athletic ID bearers will be
admitted free.
Mankato a Warm-up·
The Mankato meet tonight is
considered as a warm-up for Mitchell's troups for the Rams from
Colorado-who have lost but one
this season.
Coach Mitchell will send his full
squad out on the floor for both
meets, even though three of his
veterans will be ineligible for the
NCAA championships in April.
Mitchell earlier this week mapped out an event- by- event
· strength chart on the Rams, and
came up with a prognosticated
score of 162 points - just about
even with the Lobos' potential.
"They have so much depth," Mitchell said.
CSU Has Talent
Colorado State's attack will be
paced by high bar ace Dick Hammer, still rings ex p e r t Del
Strange, and all around man Tom
Prouex. Prouex, a national junior
college champion in four events,
. . d th csu
d
1
•

.
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•
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loss of the season, against Iowa
State.
All-around man number two for
the Ramll is Tom Baretta, who is
capable of giving opponents a big
headache.
Many Rivnlries Expeeted
Mitchell expects many spirited
rivalries Saturday night.
Stormy Eaton, UNM's once defeated floor exercise man, will be
involved in what promises to be a
classic with Prouex. Prouex is
capable of a 9.5, as well as is
Eaton.
The still rings will also be a

high spot. Strange is considered
among the best in the conference,
but so is UNM's Dave Carriere,
and Dave has a new routine in
store for Strange. Look for a couple more 9.5's here.
Other classic duals will be in
the side horse, with UNM's WAC
champ Tom Galioto going against
Baretta; the long horse, with
Prouex having to take on UNM's
all-rounder Rich McConnell; and
the high bar, with Hammers and
Baretta f r o m CSU meeting
UNM's fearsome foursome of
Bob Manna, Mike Dyas, McConnell, and all-around man Jim
Hruban. All six of these men are
capable of well above 9.0.
And the sixth event, which is

~ .... ~o~~
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actually fifth in the order of the
meet, may even be better. Doth
teams are rich in parallel bar talent. CSU will send Strange and
Baretta against the double threat
of Manna and McConnell .
The Lobos scored their highest
mark of the year last Saturday
with three of their stars being
held out, downing Utah by a score
of 161.0-153.875. If this is any indication of t h e i r improving
strength, the Rams had better
watch out.
Will the Lobos be ready?
"You'd better believe it," Mitchell said. "The kids have really
been looking forward to this one
and would like nothing better
than to tear them (CSU) apart."

KOPY- KORNER

,~>Qs,,
--to

~>o

for UNM Sludenls only
~ot>l,,,/', 1':
For The•es: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
v41..111
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'-

Q"'

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 41h & Gold

247-4406

Country Barn

~ril~

Fish Dinner Special
EVERY FRI., 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

ONLY49c

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Cal/ 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

Hey, the weekend
starts tonight
(and so do low
Long Distance rates)

Women Cagers
Host Invitational
The UNM Women's Basketball
team is }Josting a four-team basketball tourney this weekend in
Carlisle Gym, having just returned from a fine second-place finish
meet last Saturday in Provo,
Utah.
Arizona State, Northern Arizona, and New Mexico State will
join the host UNM team in the
two day tourney, with games on
Friday night and all day Saturday.
The Lobo girls beat Brigham
Young, Weber State, Utah Strtte,
and Southern Colorado College in
posting a 4-1 record in the Provo
meet.
The girls also finished second in
the New Mexico state meet held
in Portales two weeks ago.

lf·!iilSfi
Makers of Hand Made

Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

A Star is~ade
Linde Star Sapphires and Rubies
A product of Union Carbide.

CfJ--~~

§&

Mountain States Telephone

JEWELERS
6609 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

From 7 PM Friday night to 7 AM Monday morning (including all day Saturday and all day Sunday) you can call out of state anywhere in the
continental U.S. (except Alaska), talk for three
minutes, and PAY NO MORE THAN ONE BUCK!

268-4480

(Across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)

@
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Campus
Briefs
Locked Carrels
The Library Committee voted
to assign locked carrels in the
. library according to need rather
than according to status, which
was the old policy.
Under the old policy, the locked
carrels were assigned to full professors, then to instructors, assistant instructors, part-time instructors, and then to graduate
students. The new policy will give
priority to dissertations, books,
master's articles, and then to other uses.

Segovia Sell-Out
Andres Segovia's March 21 concert at the UNM's Popejoy Hall
will be the fourth sell-out this
season.
Tuesday, 17 days before the
concert, only three dozen tickets
were unsold for the performance
by the musician who made a re-

S T U D .E N T S !

!

Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at.

spected art form of the Spanish
guitar.
This lleason two Broadway musicals-"Fiddler on the Roof" and
HMan of La Mancha," and "Danseurs Africains," a program of
native African dances, played before sold-out houses.

SAE Fellowships
The Levere Memorial Foundation of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity will make available
:four fellowships of $1600 each
for the 1969-70 academic year.
The fellowships will be awarded to graduate 'Students who will
serve as tutors in residence at
four chapter houses of the national fraternity. Interested persons should contact Dr. Neal R.
Berte, Scholarship Commissioner,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity,
1866 Sheridan Road, Evanston,
Illinois 60201.
The deadline for applications is
March 31, 1969. Recipients of the
fellowships will be announced on
or before Apr. 30, 1969.

Infernational Services

Calling U
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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ACADEMY AWARD

'
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NOMINATIONS

BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTRESS

EMPLOYMENT

J.D. REQUIRED

S.U.B. THEATRE

FRIDAY 7 & 10

Clint Eastwood
•

In

Fistful
I

\

:

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Happy Faces

of
Dollars
S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6 & 9

and his Word is summoning
mankind unto him."

HEW Will Stop Funds

I.D. REQUIRED

50c

"BEAUTIFUL! The entire film is a poem of youth, love and violence ... a Renaissance
recapitulation of 'West Side Story'played with pure 1968 passion!"

-PLAYBOY

Held Over!

WASIDNGTON (CPS)- The
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) has
announced that it will use its
power to withhold federal funds
:from schools which discriminate
against white students with
"autonomous," blacks.only black
studies program.
That power, which until now
has been used only against school
districts which segregate their
students, also applies to departments or institutionl! which "discriminate on the basis of race,
color, or national origin" in admission of students or in hiring
of teachers, according to HEW
officials.
Memorandum
In a memorandum which will be
sent to every college president in
the country, HEW will warn that
"autonomous" black studies programs must be "desegregated"

or colleges will :face the loss of
federal funds.
The first college hit by the
ruling is Antioch in Ohio, which
has an Afro-American Studies
Institute and an all-black dormitory. The Inlltitute is open only
to black students at the college,
and its classes are held in a special dorm used by black students.
Student Creation
Antioch President James Dixon
told HEW investigators of the
program that it is not in violation of the law, since it was
created by students' ideas, not the
college's. Antioch black students
wrote the federal agency that it
would be a "cruel joke" to Ulle
the Civil Rights Act against the
race it was meant to help.
HEW replied by giving Antioch
until Mar. 14 to submit a desegregation plan for the institute.

More than $1.5 million annually
in feredal assistance can be withdrawn :from the college if it fails
to comply.
mtimatum
President Dixon is presently
holding intensive discussions with
students in an effort to decide
what to do about the ultimatum.
HEW equates the word "autonomous", as applied to black
studies departments or programs,
with "segregated." The word,
which appears often in the black
student demands at 11uch schools
as San Francisco State College,
Queens College, Duke University,
and Brandeis University, sometimes means black only. But it
also sometimes meanl! the students want community leaders
brought into the planning or that
they want a voice in decisions
about the department.

The United Mexican-American Students (UMAS) will
attempt to place one of its members as a co-chairman on
Fiesta.
Fiesta Committee, as set up by Rally Committee last Friday, will now have two co-chairmen. Rally Committee has
already appointed Anne Knight as one of the new co-chairmen and is now taking applications for the other position.
Christina Buckeye, member of Rally Committee, said that
applications are due by noon Tuesday and interviews for the
position will be held Tuesday afternoon.
The five-member Rally Committee will have the final
word on the appointment.
..,
Student government application forms were passed out
at a UMAS meeting last Thursday night. Members were
encouraged to apply for student government positions and
Antonio Gomez, an UMAS member, said that "vacant ones
are important to Fiesta."
Gomez said that Rally Committee might appoint a chicano
to the position but not one who was a member of UMAS.
Gomez said that UMAS was the only campus organization
that was truly representative of Mexican-American students at UNM.
When asked what UMAS would do if one of their members
was not chosen co-chairman of Fiesta Gomez said, "We
haven't really thoug:ht about it because we think a UMAS

member will be chosen."
Other new UMAS projects will include a newsletter, wl}ich
is to come out in a week, and a tutorial program in 'tfie
Valley.
Jerry Smith, a UMAS member, said the tutorial program
will have a bi-lingual and bi-cultural approach. It is to start
in Martinez Town sometime this semester. Smith said that
the program will begin at the primary school level and will
stress recreational and musical ideas rather than academic
subjects.
Smith said "the program will strive to improve the selfconcept and self-image of these Valley children."
Speaking of the "closed meeting'' policy of UMAS, Arturo
Sandoval said that limiting the meetings to Mexican-Americans made for an atmosphere "conducive to getting Mexican-Americans to speak out openly." Sandoval said that
UMAS meetings will be open in the near future.
UMAS will sponsor a workshop in late April at UNM
where chicano groups from other New Mexico campus~s
will meet with UMAS and co-ordinate activities.
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Birthday Celebration
At Union This Week

ROMEO

B"jULIET
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RICHARD COOD~N

NOW SHOWING
Continuous Performances 2:15-4:40-7:30-10:00
'.

These smiling, voracious students were caught unawares as they
wolfed down another scrumptious repast in Hokona's dining hall. As
we all know, meal times are supposed to be relaxing, pleasant, and
appealing in order to aid (ugh) digestion.

Black Studies Target

1

''Thg?~ok of God is wide open

, nut nut

Chicano Gr~~"P
Wants Member
On Committee

( 12 oz. Draw)
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Monday, March 10, 1969

Hearts
and
ALEC
Coronets
GUINNESS

3 EVES. 1 SAT.-Need Z neat male Sopba
& J"uniono in IIPecialty Dept.-$66.91
wkly. For intervieW eall, 242-4.414, 4:80
to 6:30 Thun. only.

1
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SERVICES

Central SK.
CERAMICS TOOLS: complete
•lightly
used. for $5.00. 242-3073. evenings.

I·

MEXICO

I

Kind

WE BEAT DEAD LIONS! We alllo beat
dead lines. Typing in 5 co}ors nnd 6 type
styles; plus technical, French, and mathematical symbols; plus CDC and mM
optical scanning type styles.. Call TalenType: 84Z·8014, evenings.
TYl'ING: Need help with your spelling and
punctuation 1 Call 242·0649.
THE COLLEGE INN BARBER SHOP at
the College Inn h8B personalized service
at MINnlU!Il rates.
TYl'ING-Reasonable-<:all Mary Ann
344-8767.

I,)
:i

I

5-6P.M.

LOST & FOUND

I

105 Central N.W. 247-8662

I'

.

10c BEER

FRIDAY MARCH 7

REWARD OFFERED-Year old CollieSheperd cross near UNM. Black & gold
male. Call 243-7585 or 877-6581.

3)
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Spurs tea: Union; Esther Thompson
lounge. Freshmen women having a 2.6
average or above are invited. 4:1~ p.m.
Monday, March 10
·
"Man About Campus" interview with
Steve
Bowers.
Mountaineering
club;
KUNM; 2:40 p.m. nnd 9:40 p.m.

OKIE JOE'S

RATES: 7c per word. 20 word ml!limum ($1.40) per tUne run. If nd is to
run five or more consecutive days. with
no changes the rate is redueed to 6c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERI\1S : Payment must be '!"'de in
full prior to insertion of advertJBement..
WHERE: .Tournnlism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

The UNM International ServFOR RENT
ices program is described in an 4)
article by Gerald Slavin, director RARE VACANCY-Varsity HoWle, 141
Columbia SE. 1 Bdnn. Apt., twin or
of International Services at UNM,
double bed-242-3080.
entitled "Office of International
FOR SALE
Services," published in the winter 5)
issue of "International Education 1958 VOLKSWAGON-Ncw tires. excellent
engine. radio. everything works-$450.
and Cultural Exchange."
247·2321 or 898·0376.
UNM's International Service
1960 M.G. 4 speed, blue convertible. Exworks in :foreign student services, · · _.,uent.. 277-3152.
foreign faculty and exchange pro- Jetmncrteam.
,,
grams, study-abroad programs, ,
Top Scorers, Too
and other areas.
\:,The five also are the top five
~. ~g"'UiSs~-&-mn'8fht:"~~~o... ~12.11 ...Ne,uz... ......

OPEN 24 HOURS

Sunday, March 9
Film Fare, "Fistful of Do1Jars;" Union
Theater: 6 and 9 p,m.; Admission 50 cents.
Civil rights for women; meeting of the
National Organization for Women; .Alb"Q-,
querque National Bank at Washington &
Cen~ral; at 6:30 p.m.; All interested students invited.

Saturday. March 8
"Fistful of Dollarstu Union Theater; 7
and 10 p.m..; Admission 6(} cents.
• •
Opening of art department faculty exlnb•tion, art museum.

I
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The Union's tenth birthday is
being celebrated this week.
A week of activities centered
around the Union have Leen planned for March 10 to 14.
An all-campus treasure hunt
will begin Union Week today.
Coupons for prizes will be hidden
around campus in balloons and
the prizes may be claimed in the
activities center.
Prizes are being offered from
Stromberg's, Der Weinerschnitzel,
Arby'll Beef, and various other
businesses in Albuquerque. Cokes
and games are being offered by
the Union.
A kite-flying contest will be
held today from 2 to 4 p.m. on
Zimmerman Field. A six-foot long
fiesta sandwich will be awarded
to the person keeping his kite in
the sky for the longest time.

Beginning at 2 p.m. Wednesday, cake and coffee will be served
in the Desert Room. A "cheap"
dance will be held from 8 to 10
p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Admission will be 50 cents.
A "Pops and Popcorn" concert
will be held from 2:30 to 5 p.m.
in the Ballroom Thursday. Free
popcorn will be served.
Old movie classics, including
films by W. C. Fields and Laurel
and Hardy, will be shown continuously from 1 to 5 p.m. in the
Union Theater. Admission is 10
cents.
Big Bertha will play for a
dance Friday night. The dance
will cost 75 cents, and will last
from 7 to 10 p.m. ,
"Mondo Cane" will be shown in
the Union Theater Friday night
at 7 and 10 p.m. Admission is 50
cents.

Lobo Photo b:v Tony Louderbongh

Small Scale Economy

These miniature dwellings can be found outside the Home Economics
Department's building. We knew the cost of living had risen drastically over the years, but didn't know it had brought this kind of economy.

